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Chapter 1: ’Conceptualizing Data’ 





Conceptualizing Data - Why

“Given their utility and value, and the amount of effort and resources devoted to producing 
and analysing them, it is remarkable how little conceptual attention has been paid to data in 
and of themselves” (28)

“when data are the focus of enquiry it is usually to consider, in a largely technical sense, how 
they should be generated and analysed, or how they can be leveraged into insights and 
value, rather than to consider the nature of data from a more conceptual and philosophical 
perspective.” (28)



Conceptualizing Data - Overview

Goal: “To supply an initial conceptual platform [about] . . . the forms, nature and philosophical bases of data”  

Position: “Data do not exist independently of the ideas, instruments, practices, context and knowledges 
used to generate, process and analyze them (Bawker 2005; Gitelman and Jackson 2013)”  

Definition in use thus — Capta: “Over time, data came to be understood as being pre-analytical and pre-
factual, different in nature to facts, evidence, information and knowledge, but a key element in the 
constitution of these elements . . .When a fact is proven false, it ceases to be a fact. False data is data 
nonetheless” (31) 



Capta:  Data as Rhetorical 



Capta:  
Data as Rhetorical 

part 1

part 2



from an epistemic position from an information position from a computational position from a diaphoric position

 A taxonomy/map of ‘data’ as a term  
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information

collections of binary elements
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 A taxonomy/map of ‘data’ as a term  

from an epistemic position from an information position from a computational position from a diaphoric position

collection of facts

information

collections of binary elements

abstract elements;  
distinct and intelligible

provide basis for reasoning &  
constitute evidence

constitute representative info that can 
be stored/processed/analysed, but 

are not necessarily facts

constitute inputs & outputs of 
computation, have to be processed 

(ex: a DVD)

are meaningful because they capture 
and denote variability
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 A taxonomy of kinds of data  

quantitative/qualitative

form

Quantitative: numeric records, relate to physical properties of phenomena (length, 
height, distance, etc), or rank/class/etc 

Qualitative: non-numeric - texts, pictures, art, video, sounds, and music. 



Is art data?
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“What unites these various kinds of data is that they form the base or bedrock of a knowledge 
pyramid: data precedes knowledge, which precedes understanding and wisdom (Adler 1986; 
Weinberger 2011).  (42)

3 types:  
factual - info as reality 

instructional - info for reality 
semantic - info about reality 



“What unites these various kinds of data is that they form the base or bedrock of a knowledge 
pyramid: data precedes knowledge, which precedes understanding and wisdom (Adler 1986; 
Weinberger 2011).  (42)

3 types:  
factual - info as reality 

instructional - info for reality 
semantic - info about reality 

reality??!!



NOT so much the concept …  
but the value
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Framing data  

technically

ethically politically and economically

temporally and spatially

philosophically
the extend that methods of 
capture/measurement generate 
certain, clean, accurate data

the debate on the ethics of what 
data are generated and the means 
of production, how data are 
shared, traded, protected, and 
employed. (how individuals are 
‘sorted’)

how are data normatively 
conceived (within the context of 
nation-states), how regulated, and 
funding/investing, the unfolding of 
capitalism, traded as commodity

data and data assemblages have 
histories and geographies. how 
data are processed/analysed 
mutates over time and place 

the notion that a ‘sensor produces 
an objective, realist worldview of 
things as they are’ vs. ‘data already 
cooked’ view.



Thinking critically about databases and data infrastructures



Thinking critically about databases and data infrastructures

Data infrastructures || The Archive 

Derrida Deconstruction



Thinking critically about databases and data infrastructures

Data infrastructures || The Immutable Mobile 

Latour





NOT so much the concept …  
but the value

Is art data?



http://foam.space/#art-of-economy-2


http://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/blockchain.asp

https://docs.google.com/document/d/
1ndBAcD72sHJnH0GpWY0pe8_KhkSZHFNTqBAHGBmY9N8/edit#

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/blockchain.asp
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ndBAcD72sHJnH0GpWY0pe8_KhkSZHFNTqBAHGBmY9N8/edit#


Art project: asking about mining cryptocurrency 
as a way to produce space 

http://techcrunch.com/2015/09/27/using-the-blockchain-to-the-fight-crime-and-save-lives/?utm_source=I%20am%20Dinesh%20Agarwal&utm_medium=I
%20Love%20Your%20Content%20and%20shared%20it%20with%20my%20audience&utm_campaign=Follow%20Dinesh%20on%20Twitter%20dinwal

Tech/investment project: Using blockchain to 
authenticate art

http://techcrunch.com/2015/09/27/using-the-blockchain-to-the-fight-crime-and-save-lives/?utm_source=I%20am%20Dinesh%20Agarwal&utm_medium=I%20Love%20Your%20Content%20and%20shared%20it%20with%20my%20audience&utm_campaign=Follow%20Dinesh%20on%20Twitter%20dinwal

